As an international certification body with
technological and social expertise, global
recognition through a GlobalNet of certified
professionals understands the needs of the
global enterprise.
Globalization challenges the enterprise to demonstrate
ethics an integrity in business dealing, operations and
outsourcing of activities. Organizations that objectively
demonstrate social responsibility against the expectations
of stakeholders provide confidence to customers, investors,
communities and consumers.
Issues that relate to discrimination, forced labor, child labor, adverse work environments, et al quality of life, which
includes “green” initiatives, financial, legal obligations and
contractual requirements… not only within social responsibility extending to accountability, are essential from investors to consumers.
BRS provides the competence and impartiality for your enterprise to objectively demonstrate social responsibility accountability (SRA, CSR). Through SRA certification, based
on internationally recognized systems, the enterprise may
fuse with accredited ISO 14001, ISO 9001, or other systems that associate to “International Labour Organisation,
ILO” jointly with Human Rights. BRS refers to these protocols for certification.
The uniqueness of BRS certification is that the system under which your enterprise is assessed is develop in view of
the needs of your organization, nature of activities, risks,
geographical location, market expectations in the light of
international recognized systems Guidance ISO 26000
2010 as it progresses. The selection of the assessment
team assures competence and impartiality as these need
inclusive to the BRS network within social and scientific disciplines.

BRS certification is rigorous. If your organization’s management system is
not robust in matters of “Social Accountability | Responsibility” need not to
apply.

Certification Process:
1. Completion of an application…
2. Initial investigation…
3. Define the number and scope of
activities, regions and products… and
design for the specific needs based on
contractual requirements and ISO
26000 2010
4. Phase I, verifies the effectiveness of
the system implementation based acceptable and recognized social responsibility bases, operational structure,
activities, operational policies, and implemented such that fulfills market
expectations and legal requirements at
the point of origin.
5. Phase II, is the assessment of the
management system in its entirety as
the scope defines as a synergetic unit.
6. Recommendation to certification to the
“GlobalNet Oversight Board”, GOB”
and grant of SA certification in reference to the agreed protocols such as
SA8000, United Nations Programs on
Human Rights, inclusive Guidance ISO
26000 as this standards progresses.
7. Phase III, provides for periodical assessments with short notice in intervals that vary 6 to 11 months with the
objective to assure the effectiveness of
the system.
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